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Abstract

Replicated services such as distributed file systems, key-values stores, or blockchains are
essential parts of today’s computing infrastructures and therefore typically designed to
withstand a wide spectrum of fault scenarios including hardware crashes and software
failures. To handle the complexity associated with fault-tolerant replication, the systems
providing these services rely on replication system software, that is special-purpose system
software that implements a replication protocol and, among many other things, is respon-
sible for ensuring consistency across replicas. Representing the foundation of an entire de-
pendable system, it is crucial for replication system software to meet strict reliability and
efficiency requirements in order to not become a vulnerability or performance bottleneck.

This habilitation treatise explores different approaches to improve the efficiency of
reliable replication system software by making it resource aware. Specifically, this means
that the system software is supplied with detailed knowledge about all available resources
and enabled to use such information to adapt its own architecture and configuration. In
this context, a major goal of the underlying research was to develop techniques that are
generic and neither depend on a specific fault model nor a certain replication protocol.

In particular, this habilitation treatise makes research contributions in three areas:
(1) It presents a parallelization scheme that allows replication system software to use pro-
cessing resources more effectively by adjusting its degree of parallelism to the number
of cores available on a replica server. (2) It describes a generic approach for replica-
tion system software to save energy during periods of low and medium utilization by
autonomously controlling its configuration at multiple system layers in an adaptive and
coordinated manner. (3) It introduces a set of techniques that are tailored to specific use
cases and improve the performance and resource efficiency of replication system software
for heterogeneous environments, services with large states, and geo-replicated settings.
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1 Introduction

Online services represent essential building blocks of today’s computing infrastructures,
either as part of applications directly facing the user (e.g., e-mail, online banking) or inte-
grated with secondary platforms at lower data-center tiers (e.g., distributed file systems,
blockchains). Being such crucial components, it is important for these services to remain
correct and available even when they are confronted with a wide spectrum of fault sce-
narios including communication failures, hardware crashes, and arbitrary faults caused by
software bugs. In addition, highly critical services must be prepared and able to deal with
security-related issues and offer resilience in the face of attacks and possible intrusions.

1.1 System Support for Replication-based Fault Tolerance

As illustrated in Figure 1.1, a common approach to make network-based services depend-
able is to replicate their server side across multiple machines. That is, to prevent a single
point of failure multiple servers each host their own instance (“replica”) of the service
application. Clients can remotely invoke an operation at the service by sending a corre-
sponding request to the server side and waiting for a response carrying the operation’s
result. To ensure consistency in the absence as well as the presence of faults, all communi-
cation between clients and replicas, and also the interaction within the group of replicas,
is handled by a fault-tolerant replication protocol. Among other things, the replication
protocol ensures that the service states of all correct replicas remain consistent, for exam-
ple by guaranteeing that replicas perform all state modifications in the same order [147].
In addition, a replication protocol typically provides means to synchronize replica states
via checkpoints, thereby enabling faulty servers to catch up after they have been repaired.

Replica

Service Application

Operating System

Replication Software

Execution Environment
Replication
System
Software

Client

Client Application

Operating System

Replication Software

Execution Environment

Replica

Replica

Replication
Protocol

Figure 1.1: Basic system architecture for replication-based fault tolerance
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Fault Models The number of replicas required at the server side usually depends on how
many concurrent replica failures a system is supposed to tolerate at any given time. Fur-
thermore, the size of the replica group is a result of the degree of fault tolerance to be pro-
vided. In general, two fault models are of particular interest in the context of this treatise:

• Crash Fault Tolerance (CFT): Systems and protocols designed for this fault model
assume that clients and replicas only fail by crashing and otherwise always behave
according to specification. In particular, if a client or replica sends a message to oth-
ers in which it confirms the completion of a certain protocol task (e.g., the execution
of a request), the recipients of the message can be sure that the sender indeed has
performed the task. Hence, in crash-tolerant systems clients and replicas commonly
trust each other and the messages they exchange. In production, this fault model is
often used for replicated services at lower layers (e.g., key-value stores [48, 128] or
coordination services [35, 92]) which do not directly interact with the outside world.

• Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT): This fault model assumes that clients and repli-
cas may fail in arbitrary ways [107]. Specifically, this includes the possibility that a
client or replica continues to participate in the replication protocol after becoming
faulty, potentially distributing messages that do not properly reflect its actual state.
Since no assumptions are made regarding the origins of a fault, the fault model also
addresses scenarios in which a malicious adversary has successfully managed to take
over a client or replica and now tries to use it to deliberately cause disarray in the
system; in the worst case, corrupted clients or replicas might even collude with each
other in order to reach their goal. As a consequence, clients and replicas in Byzantine
fault-tolerant systems do not trust each other, which makes this fault model a good
fit for user-facing replicated services, systems whose replicas are hosted by differ-
ent independent organizations, or services with strong fault-tolerance requirements
(e.g., blockchains [86, 148, 158], firewalls [31, 83], or SCADA systems [17, 127]).

Providing resilience against a wider spectrum of failures, BFT systems in general are more
complex than CFT systems. For example, to tolerate up to f simultaneous replica faults,
without further assumptions a BFT system must comprise at least 3f + 1 replicas [134],
whereas in CFT systems 2f+1 replicas are sufficient for the same fault-tolerance threshold.
Apart from the number of replicas involved, BFT systems also have a higher complexity
with regard to replication protocols [37, 172], which typically require additional phases
of message exchange between replicas compared with CFT protocols [98, 129].

Replication System Software Independent of the specific fault model, a common ap-
proach to handle the complexity associated with building replicated systems is to sepa-
rate the service application from the replication protocol and implement all application-
independent functionality inside the replication system software. In this treatise, replication
system software is used as an umbrella term referring to all software at either clients or
replicas that is not part of the service to be replicated. Specifically, the term combines
(1) the replication software implementing the CFT/BFT replication protocol (e.g., BFT-
SMaRt [30]), (2) if available, the execution environment in which the replication software
runs (e.g., the Java virtual machine), as well as (3) a server’s underlying operating system.
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To fulfill its diverse set of responsibilities, the replication system software itself needs to
manage and utilize a significant amount of resources. Primarily, this includes proces-
sor cycles for the authentication of messages (e.g., the computation and verification of
signatures), memory for the management of data structures required by the replication
protocol, disk space for the storage of checkpoints, and network connections for the inter-
action within the replica group as well as between clients and replicas. Ideally, the system
software uses the available resources as effectively and efficiently as possible in order to
not become a performance bottleneck itself and to leave most resources to the application.

1.2 Contributions

A main goal of my research in recent years has been (and still is) to improve the per-
formance and efficiency of replicated systems by increasing the resource awareness of
replication system software. Among other things, resource awareness in this context can
for example mean to enable replication system software to flexibly adjust the degree of
parallelism in the implementation to the number of cores available on a server. Further-
more, it can also mean to provide knowledge on the performance and energy-consumption
characteristics of different system-parameter configurations in order to allow the system
software to autonomously select a suitable configuration for the current conditions. Over-
all, this treatise reports on contributions and research results in the following three areas:

Effective and Efficient Use of Multi-Cores In an effort to improve the scalability of replica-
tion system software, the treatise presents consensus-oriented parallelization, a technique
that allows replication system software to sustain high throughput levels by exploiting
the processing power available on multi-core server hardware. The approach has been
integrated with a variety of replication protocols and laid the foundation for the first
BFT system that is able to handle more than one million client requests per second [21].

Energy-Aware Adaptation to Varying Workloads Since replicated services in practice are
not continuously operated at the highest performance level, the treatise proposes energy-
aware reconfigurations as a means for replicas to save energy (without impeding quality
of service) during periods of reduced workloads. The reconfigurations are performed at
runtime and their effectiveness stems from the fact that the replication system software
coordinates the adaptation across multiple system layers, including the hardware.

Techniques Tailored to Specific Use Cases As a result of the wide range of use-case sce-
narios for replicated services, replication system software is not only confronted with gen-
eral goals such as high performance and low energy consumption (see above), but also
needs to address application-specific resource demands. To this end, the treatise presents
(1) a solution to deploy replicated systems in environments with heterogeneous servers,
(2) an efficient mechanism to create consistent checkpoints of replicas with large states, and
(3) a cloud-based replication system software for geo-replicated services that exploits the
special properties of today’s public-cloud infrastructures to minimize end-to-end latency.
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1.3 Papers of this Treatise

This document is a cumulative habilitation treatise and includes the following 10 peer-
reviewed publications, which represent the main contributions of my research on resource-
aware system software for replicated and distributed services. For reprints of these papers
please refer to Appendix B. My full publication list is available in Appendix A.2.

System Software for Replicated Services

CSUR ’21 Tobias Distler [50]
Byzantine Fault-Tolerant State-Machine Replication from a Systems Perspective

Effective and Efficient Use of Multi-Cores

Middleware ’15 Johannes Behl, Tobias Distler, and Rüdiger Kapitza [21]
Consensus-Oriented Parallelization: How to Earn Your First Million

DSN ’17 Rainer Schiekofer, Johannes Behl, and Tobias Distler [146]
Agora: A Dependable High-Performance Coordination Service for Multi-Cores

PaPoC ’19 Christian Deyerl and Tobias Distler [49]
In Search of a Scalable Raft-based Replication Architecture

Energy-Aware Adaptation to Varying Workloads

ARM ’15 Christopher Eibel and Tobias Distler [62]
Towards Energy-Proportional State-Machine Replication

IC2E ’18 Christopher Eibel, Thao-Nguyen Do, Robert Meißner, and Tobias Distler [63]
Empya: Saving Energy in the Face of Varying Workloads

DAIS ’18 Christopher Eibel, Christian Gulden, Wolfgang Schröder-Preikschat, [65]
and Tobias Distler
Strome: Energy-Aware Data-Stream Processing

Techniques Tailored to Specific Use Cases

Computing ’19 Michael Eischer and Tobias Distler [73]
Scalable Byzantine Fault-tolerant State-Machine Replication
on Heterogeneous Servers

SRDS ’19 Michael Eischer, Markus Büttner, and Tobias Distler [68]
Deterministic Fuzzy Checkpoints

Middleware ’20 Michael Eischer and Tobias Distler [71]
Resilient Cloud-based Replication with Low Latency

A note on the order of authors: The first author (in most cases a doctoral or master stu-
dent) did most of the actual implementation and experimental work, in close collaboration
with me as the responsible scientific project lead. As such, I am listed as last author on
most of the publications above. For the Middleware ’15 paper, Rüdiger Kapitza (TU Braun-
schweig) and I both acted as scientific project lead at our respective institutions.
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1.4 Structure of this Treatise

The remainder of this document is structured as follows:

Chapter 2 (“System Software for Replicated Services”) provides background on repli-
cation system software thereby highlighting typical responsibilities, discussing im-
plementation challenges, and describing common building blocks. Furthermore, the
chapter also reviews existing works from the general field of replicated services that
had an impact on the dependability and performance of replication system software.

Chapter 3 (“Effective and Efficient Use of Multi-Cores”) presents the concept of con-
sensus-oriented parallelization as a means to improve the scalability and paralleliz-
ability of replication system software. Specifically, the approach enables a replica to
more effectively utilize multiple cores and to minimize synchronization overhead.

Chapter 4 (“Energy-Aware Adaptation to Varying Workloads”) proposes an approach
that enables the replication system software to reduce the energy consumption of
a replicated service during periods of low and medium workloads. The technique
relies on the dynamic reconfiguration of resource parameters (e.g., the number of
active cores on a replica server) at multiple system levels, including the hardware.

Chapter 5 (“Techniques Tailored to Specific Use Cases”) examines several ways of how
replication system software can be tailored to use-case scenarios with specific char-
acteristics and requirements. In particular, this includes replicated services running
on heterogeneous hardware, applications with large states, as well as cloud-based
geo-distributed systems whose replicas are located at different geographic sites.

Chapter 6 (“Conclusion”) summarizes the contributions of this treatise and elaborates
on how the different techniques can be combined with each other. Moreover, the
chapter discusses additional application scenarios and outlines open problems that
may serve as a starting point for future research on replication system software.

Appendix A (“Bibliography”) provides the general bibliography for this treatise as well
as a complete list of my (peer-reviewed and non-refereed) research publications.

Appendix B (“Paper Reprints”) contains reprints of the 10 peer-reviewed papers listed
in Section 1.3, which together represent the main part of this cumulative treatise.
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2 System Software for Replicated Services

Since replication system software represents an essential building block of fault-tolerant
replicated services, it is also the main object of research in the context of this treatise. This
chapter provides background on this type of special-purpose system software by discussing
common architectural components as well as the tasks replication system software is usu-
ally assigned with. In addition, based on an analysis of previous works, the chapter for-
mulates research challenges in improving different aspects of replication system software.

2.1 Replication System Software

The purpose of replication system software is to provide distributed applications with an
interface they can use to achieve fault tolerance through replication. Figure 2.1 shows an
example of such an interface that is common in replicated systems relying on the princi-
ple of state-machine replication [147]. Essentially, the replication system software offers
clients the possibility to invoke operations at the server side by performing remote proce-
dure calls [126]. In contrast to remote procedure calls in client–server architectures, how-
ever, the replication system software ensures that the operation is executed at all correct
replicas, not just a single server. Furthermore, the system software is responsible for even-
tually providing the client with a result to its operation even if some of the replicas have
failed. To fulfill this requirement, the system software executes a replication protocol that
takes care of keeping the states of correct replicas consistent. Occasionally, this task makes
it necessary to exchange state information between replicas, which is why the replication
system software’s interface typically also includes means for state transfer (see Figure 2.1).
Among other things, these methods enable a new replica to join a running system.

Client Interface

/∗ Request processing ∗/
RESULT invoke(OPERATION op);

Replica Interface

/∗ Request processing ∗/
RESULT invoke(OPERATION op);

/∗ State transfer ∗/
STATE getState();
void setState(STATE st);

Figure 2.1: Example interfaces between application and replication system software
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Client Handling Agreement Execution Replica

Client Handling Agreement Execution Replica

Client Handling Agreement Execution Replica

...

Client Library

Client

Figure 2.2: Overview of replication system software modules

Although the interface offered to the application in many cases is comparably small, im-
plementations of this interface are usually rather complex. This is a direct consequence
of (1) the strong fault-tolerance guarantees the replication system software provides and
(2) the fact that the system software itself is a layer that is distributed across multiple
servers. As shown in Figure 2.2, to handle the associated complexity replication system
software is commonly implemented as a collection of several modules with dedicated re-
sponsibilities. The following paragraphs discuss the four most important modules in detail.

Client Library This system-software component is located at the client and handles all
interaction with the replicated server side. In particular, this task includes the creation and
transmission of requests as well as the collection of responses arriving from replicas. Since
in BFT systems clients do not trust individual replicas, client libraries there typically also
perform a result verification before delivering the result to their local client application.
The most common approach to verify a result is to compare the responses obtained from
multiple replicas, since in the presence of at most f faults f + 1 matching responses from
different replicas represent a proof of correctness for the result [37]. In CFT systems,
on the other hand, if a replica provides a result to a request, the result is assumed to
be inherently correct (see Section 1.1). Consequently, client libraries in these systems
are usually able to accept and deliver the first result they receive. Apart from fulfilling
basic duties such as communication and result verification, client libraries may also be
assigned with additional tasks [50, 135]. Some systems, for example, rely on clients to
detect and/or resolve inconsistencies between replicas [15, 99] or to supply replicas with
performance statistics that are afterwards analyzed and used to improve efficiency [70].

Client Handling This module is the counter part of the client library at the server side. Be-
sides managing network connections, in many systems the component is also responsible
for validating whether a client is indeed permitted to access the service. If this check is suc-
cessful the client’s request will be further processed, otherwise a replica simply ignores the
message. In most replicated systems, there is no need for the client-handling modules of
different replicas to directly interact with each other, although there are exceptions. Some
systems, for example, ask replicas to immediately distribute client requests within the
replica group after they receive them [9, 44], thereby enabling more efficient agreement
protocols by decoupling request distribution from the subsequent consensus process.
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Agreement This component implements the core of the replication protocol: the agree-
ment process guaranteeing that the states of correct replicas in the system remain consis-
tent despite the presence of a number of potentially faulty replicas. To fulfill this require-
ment, replicas do not process incoming client requests directly once they receive them over
the network, because doing so might cause the states of two correct replicas to diverge.
For example, if there are two state-modifying requests (one that newly creates a file at the
server side and another one that writes data to this file) and these two requests arrive at
different replicas in a different order, then the replicas involved would not end up in the
same state. Specifically, those replicas that execute the create request first would eventu-
ally have a copy of the file that includes the data written by the second request, whereas
the replicas that try to process the write request first would remain with an empty file.

To prevent scenarios such as the one outlined above, replicas first reach consensus
on how they are going to change their state before actually making these state changes
persistent. More precisely, replicas run an agreement protocol whose main purpose is
to reliably assign unique sequence numbers to state modifications. As further discussed
in Section 2.2, the specific representation of state modifications in this totally ordered
sequence may differ between replication protocols. While some replication protocols agree
on client requests before processing them [37, 98], other protocols execute requests first
and afterwards reach consensus on the order in which to apply the corresponding state
updates [94, 148]. Either way, correct replicas in the system remain consistent by adhering
to the same agreed sequence and thereby advancing their states in a coordinated manner.

From a researcher and developer perspective, the agreement stage is one of the most
challenging parts of replication system software. Establishing a total order on state modifi-
cations, for example, requires multiple rounds of message exchanges among replicas, often
times with quadratic message complexity [37, 98]. As a result, overall system throughput
and latency in many use-case scenarios are significantly impacted by how efficient the
replication system software is able to perform consensus. Unfortunately, the sequential
nature of the agreement process makes it inherently difficult to parallelize this system soft-
ware component, causing this problem to be a major research challenge (see Section 2.3).

Execution This component of the replication system software is responsible for the inter-
action with the local service-application instance and consequently provides an interface
such as the one exemplified in Figure 2.1. As input, the execution stage uses the totally
ordered sequence of requests/updates generated by the agreement stage, and it ensures
that the application processes them in a consistent manner. If the application produces a
result, the execution stage relays the result back to the client. Apart from request/update
processing, a second major task performed by the execution stage is to create periodic
checkpoints of the application state, which mainly serve two purposes: (1) Checkpoints
lay the foundation for a state-transfer mechanism that allows new replicas to catch up
after having joined the system at runtime. (2) Since a checkpoint resembles the effects a
request/update had on the state, the agreement stage can use the existence of new check-
point as opportunity to garbage collect consensus information on old messages [37]. As
further discussed in Section 2.5, an efficient checkpointing mechanism provided by the
replication system software is especially crucial for service applications with large states.
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2.2 Variety in Replication Protocols

Decades of research have led to a myriad of replication protocols with different character-
istics. Consequently, it is particularly challenging to develop new techniques that both im-
prove replication system software and are applicable to a wide spectrum of protocols. To il-
lustrate the variety in protocols, this section compares two common protocol architectures.

Active Replication As shown in Figure 2.3a, protocols relying on active replication [147]
first perform an agreement on the incoming client requests and then require each replica to
execute each request. For replicas to remain consist, this form of replication demands de-
terministic service implementations, meaning that for the same sequence of requests each
correct replica must produce the same results and reach the same states. Active replica-
tion serves as basis for the vast majority of BFT replication protocols because the fact that
multiple replicas execute all requests independently of each other makes it possible for
clients to verify the corresponding results by comparing the responses of different replicas.

Passive Replication Using passive replication [34], an elected leader replica processes all
incoming requests and records the associated state modifications in the form of an update
message (see Figure 2.3b). In a next step, all replicas then reach consensus on the state up-
date and finally apply the update to their local states. In contrast to active replication, pas-
sive replication does not necessarily require deterministic applications as each request is
only executed by a single replica. On the other hand, this property also means that results
cannot be verified by comparing responses, which is why passive replication can be pri-
marily found in CFT protocols where clients and replicas are assumed to trust each other.

Client

Replica

Replica

Replica

Request Ordered Request Result

Agreement

Execution

Execution

Execution

(a) Active replication

Client

Leader

Replica

Replica

Request State Update Ordered State Update Result

Execution

Agreement

Update

Update

Update

(b) Passive replication

Figure 2.3: Comparison of replication-protocol architectures
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2.3 Research Challenge 1: Parallelization

The vast majority of protocol specifications deliberately apply sequential execution as a
means to keep replicas consistent. While this approach simplifies protocol design, it also
makes it inherently difficult to build replication system software for multi-core servers.

Parallelized Execution A number of works approached the problem by proposing mech-
anisms targeting the execution stage of a replica, which can be parallelized in several
different ways. CBASE [75, 100], for example, assumes that requests carry hints about
the state parts they access during execution and uses this knowledge to identify requests
that conflict with each other when being processed concurrently. Based on this informa-
tion, CBASE then only enforces sequential execution for conflicting requests while pro-
cessing non-conflicting requests in parallel. OptSCORE [89] and Storyboard [96] exploit
the insight that to ensure consistency among correct replicas it is usually not necessary to
sequentialize the entire execution of requests as long as all critical sections are processed
in the same order on all replicas. Assuming that such sections are protected by locks,
these approaches rely on custom schedulers guaranteeing that threads acquire locks in
a consistent manner. Also focusing on synchronization primitives, Rex [87] traces non-
deterministic decisions made during parallel execution at a leader replica and afterwards
enforces the recorded order of decisions when processing the same requests at other repli-
cas. In contrast, in Eve [97] all replicas independently execute requests in parallel; if
replicas diverge, they roll back their states and for the retry resort to sequential execution.

State Partitioning An alternative parallelization approach that goes beyond the execu-
tion stage is to partition the state of the service application and handle each partition
separately. As a consequence, the consensus process for requests accessing different parti-
tions can be distributed across multiple replica groups [2, 119, 140] or parallel agreement
instances running on the same set of servers [111]. Since for many applications a clean
division into disjoint partitions is not feasible (e.g., due to the state being organized as a
tree with dependencies between parent and child nodes), a common challenge for such
protocols is to ensure consistency for requests that span two or more partitions [111, 119].

Analysis Existing approaches to introduce parallelism into replication protocols either
focus on the execution stage of a system or they impose additional restrictions on the ap-
plication such as the requirement of a partitioned state or the need to identify the target
of an operation from its request message. As a consequence, the proposed techniques are
only applicable to replicated services that meet these criteria and even then integrating the
service application with the replication system software usually involves further efforts.
Ideally, the replication system software of a replica should be able to exploit parallelism
in all of its components (including the agreement stage) and without making additional
assumptions about the application; note that this does not rule out the possibility of ex-
tending the parallelism to the application for services that already are parallelized and/or
naturally support state partitioning. Chapter 3 presents a generic solution that has the
mentioned properties and can be combined with a variety of existing replication protocols.
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2.4 Research Challenge 2: Resource Efficiency

Replicating a service for fault tolerance in general is associated with a significant increase
in consumption of network and processing resources compared with the unreplicated vari-
ant of the same service. As a consequence, a notable amount of works addressed the chal-
lenge of improving the resource efficiency of both CFT as well as BFT replication protocols.

Phase-Specific Approaches One direction of research pursued to solve the problem is to
distinguish between (1) phases of benign conditions in which the network timely delivers
messages and all replicas behave correctly and (2) phases of rough conditions in which the
network is unreliable and/or some of the replicas are faulty. As a key benefit, in a repli-
cated system making progress under benign conditions requires less resources than are
necessary to actually tolerate faults. This general insight can be exploited in various forms:
In some replication protocols, for example, only a subset of replicas normally comprise a
full copy of the application state, while the other replicas maintain enough information to
be able to obtain the latest state and assist if a full replica fails [58, 106, 115, 133, 169].
Other systems actively involve all replicas during normal-case operation but execute each
request on only a subgroup of replicas; the subgroup is sufficiently large so that the effects
a request had on the application state do not get lost in case of faults [57, 102]. Apart
from these approaches, it is also possible to increase resource efficiency by enabling a
system to dynamically switch its replication protocol depending on the current fault con-
ditions [15, 55, 95], for example selecting a high-performance protocol for benign condi-
tions while changing to a more robust protocol once faults are suspected or detected.

Relaxed Fault Models A second research direction, which in particular aims at circum-
venting the high resource demand of full-fledged BFT systems, is to apply hybrid fault
models that represent intermediate points on the spectrum between the traditional CFT
and BFT fault models (see Section 1.1). On the one hand, this concept for example may
be used to minimize the size of a replica group by assuming that a certain number of faults
will cause a replica to crash but not actually manifest in arbitrary behavior [44, 116, 137].
One the other hand, there are approaches to reduce replica-group size by considering spe-
cific system components to be trusted and to only fail by crashing, while still assuming and
tolerating Byzantine faults in the untrusted rest of the replicated system [23, 43, 109, 157].

Analysis Previous works targeting resource efficiency in replicated systems primarily
take effect at the replication-protocol level and are based on the idea of cutting down
redundancy that is considered unnecessary, either temporarily (i.e., during periods with-
out replica failures or network problems) or permanently (i.e., for use cases where relaxed
fault guarantees are acceptable). Integrated with the replication system software, the tech-
niques above make it possible to (dynamically or statically) adapt the resource footprint of
a replicated system to the current fault-tolerance requirements. As a complement to these
concepts, Chapter 4 presents an approach that leverages resource savings at multiple sys-
tem levels (including the operating system and hardware) and instead of fault conditions
uses a system’s current workload as indicator for when to reduce resource consumption.
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2.5 Research Challenge 3: Application-Specific Requirements

Replicated services in practice cover a wide spectrum of application scenarios ranging
from small deployments in which all replicas are located within the same building [92] to
widely distributed systems with replicas on different continents [152]. To properly support
all these services, replication system software needs to address their different characteris-
tics and requirements, not necessarily in a one-fits-all manner (which is typically inefficient
or even infeasible) but at least in the form of customized implementations. The next para-
graphs discuss three examples of specific use cases that are of relevance for this treatise.

Services in Heterogeneous Environments Most replication-protocol designs (often im-
plicitly) assume all replicas to run on homogeneous servers with identical performance
capabilities (e.g., being equipped with the same number and type of processors). Unfortu-
nately, in practical deployments this assumption does not always hold, which is especially
true if services are executed in cloud environments where the performance can signifi-
cantly vary across virtual machines [130]. Furthermore, the use of diverse replica imple-
mentations, which has been proposed as a method to minimize the probability of multiple
replicas experiencing correlated faults [16], can further increase heterogeneity. So far,
previous works primarily focused on exploring replica diversity as a means to improve
robustness [39, 42, 60, 80, 150, 154], however they did not study the performance and
resource-usage implications associated with heterogeneous replication system software.

Services with Large States For applications managing a large amount of data, the need
to create periodic checkpoints (see Section 2.1) usually results in significant performance
overhead [30]. In particular, this problem is caused by the fact that replication system
software implementations typically suspend request execution during checkpoint creation
in order to obtain a consistent snapshot of the application state. For BFT replication
protocols this is especially problematic since all replicas have to produce snapshots for the
same sequence numbers in order for the checkpoints to be verifiable by comparison [37].

Geo-Replicated Services Distributing a replicated system across several geographic sites
can be an effective way to increase the system’s resilience against building-wide power
outages and natural disasters. On the other hand, such a measure generally comes at the
cost of increased response times due the replication protocol now involving multiple steps
of wide-area communication. Existing solutions to minimize end-to-end latencies under
such conditions include modified agreement quorums [26, 149], protocols that allow each
replica to initiate consensus [61, 117, 118, 123, 124, 155], and hierarchical system archi-
tectures that deploy an entire replica group at each site [10, 88]. On the downside, all of
these approaches still require the execution of complex protocols over long-distance links.

Analysis The examples illustrate that there is room for improvement when it comes to
tailoring replication system software to use cases with special characteristics. Chapter 5
addresses these problems by presenting approaches that enable replication system soft-
ware to support heterogeneous environments, large states, and efficient geo-replication.
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2.6 Main Paper

Replication is a powerful means to provide fault tolerance, unfortunately many research
papers on this topic primarily focus on the description of algorithms and protocols, but
do not sufficiently discuss how to implement system software for them. This is especially
true for BFT protocols, which compared with CFT protocols in general exhibit higher com-
plexity. To mitigate this problem, I wrote a survey article that summarizes the state of the
art in BFT state-machine replication and specifically discusses issues that are commonly
associated with building actual systems, but are often neglected in research publications.
The paper is part of this cumulative treatise and its reprint can be found in Appendix B.

CSUR ’21 Tobias Distler [50]
Byzantine Fault-Tolerant State-Machine Replication from a Systems Perspective

The paper gives an overview of different BFT system architectures and
identifies common building blocks for their implementation. In addition,
the survey presents a novel abstraction for the analysis of agreement pro-
tocols that facilitates the task of deciding whether or not the underlying
concepts of different protocols can be combined. As another important
part of the survey, the paper discusses existing solutions to essential prob-
lems such as efficiently creating checkpoints, recovering replicas from
faults, and dynamically changing the composition of the replica group.
Despite the paper’s focus on Byzantine fault tolerance, many of the topics
discussed in the survey also (either fully or in parts) apply to CFT systems.



3 Effective and Efficient Use of Multi-Cores

While the vast majority of servers today consist of processors with multiple cores, most
replication protocols (still) are designed as sequential algorithms [37, 94, 103, 129]. To
nevertheless utilize at least some of the available computing resources, replication system-
software implementations typically introduce parallelism by applying a concept that in
the following is referred to as task-oriented parallelization [21]. Specifically, they model a
replication protocol as a chain of individual processing stages that are connected through
message queues and each possess their own threads, similar to a SEDA architecture [168].

One example for this implementation technique being used in practice is the ZooKeeper
coordination service [92], a fault-tolerant distributed system that manages configuration
data and provides synchronization primitives such as message queues or distributed locks.
With this functionality, ZooKeeper represents an essential building block for several large-
scale distributed platforms including Hadoop [12], and Storm [13], Spark [173], as it
enables their processes to interact with each other. Although a key component for the
well-functioning of other services, there have been incidents in which ZooKeeper due to
its task-oriented replica architecture became a performance bottleneck of the overall sys-
tem [41], requiring system designers to find ways to mitigate this problem. Among other
things existing solutions to the bottleneck issue include workarounds that keep the coordi-
nation service off the critical path [54], migrate parts of its workload to other systems [41],
or rely on a composition of multiple ZooKeeper instances [108]. Consequently, they result
in more complex designs as well as additional work for programmers and administrators.

This chapter presents consensus-oriented parallelization, an alternative solution for sce-
narios in which the traditional task-oriented parallelization leads to performance bottle-
necks. The approach is based on a novel replica architecture that enables the replication
system software to use multi-core machines both more effectively and more efficiently.
The concept behind consensus-oriented parallelization is generic and therefore can be ap-
plied to different fault models as well as different replication techniques. Results show
that the approach can significantly improve performance using standard server hardware.

3.1 State of the Art

As illustrated in Figure 3.1, the traditional method for achieving parallelism in replication
system software is to divide the sequential replication protocol into multiple modules that
each represent a different task in the processing pipeline, for example the reception of a
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Figure 3.1: Replica architecture based on a task-oriented parallelization

client request, a stage of the agreement process, or the execution of the client request in
the application [30, 92, 145]. In a next step, the responsibility for each of these tasks is
then delegated to a dedicated thread, thereby enabling the system to use more than one
core. This way, it for example becomes possible for a replica to execute a request while in
parallel already reaching consensus on a subsequent request. Another advantage of this
replica architecture is the fact that it usually is straightforward to deduce the modulariza-
tion of a specific protocol from its specification. On the other hand, the task-oriented par-
allelization scheme also has two drawbacks that in practice can significantly impede per-
formance: limited scalability and considerable scheduling and synchronization overhead.

Limited Scalability With modules representing different protocol tasks, their number is
bounded by the number of individual steps the replication protocol consists of, and so
is the degree of parallelism that can be achieved for this kind of replica architecture.
Although it is possible to further divide some of the tasks into subtasks (e.g., the com-
putation of signatures for different messages), the underlying problem still remains: If a
replica has more cores at its disposal than (sub)tasks to perform, the task-oriented par-
allelization scheme prevents the replica from effectively utilizing all of these cores. For
ZooKeeper, for example, multiple studies [145, 146] independently of each other showed
that the system’s performance only increases up to four cores, which is a small fraction of
the number of cores today’s (and future) servers are (and will be) typically equipped with.

Scheduling and Synchronization Overhead When implementing a replication protocol as
a chain of tasks that are each handled by separate threads, several context switches be-
come necessary to pass a request along the thread chain. In addition, the transport of
message data from one core to another in practice usually has a measurable impact on
performance [46] since many of the protocol tasks themselves involve only a few opera-
tions (e.g., inexpensive checks of message attributes or comparisons of message contents).
Besides affecting performance, the scheduling and synchronization overhead often also
leads to a replica not being able to fully utilize its available network resources, especially
for small requests [49, 146]. Experiments with ZooKeeper for example show that due
to task-oriented parallelization replicas are unable to saturate the network for writes of
512 bytes and below [146], which for ZooKeeper are common request sizes [92].
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3.2 Approach: Consensus-Oriented Parallelization

In an effort to overcome the limitations of the traditional replica architecture, my research
led to the development of a new parallelization scheme for replication system software:
consensus-oriented parallelization. As shown in Figure 3.2, this approach is based on the
idea of achieving scalability by relying on multiple largely independent partitions that each
are responsible for handling the entire replication process for a dedicated request subset.
On all replica servers, each partition runs on a separate core and executes its own instance
of the replication protocol to reach consensus on the requests assigned to the partition.

Depending on the properties and requirements of the application, the concept can be
applied in two variants: (1) In COP-SE (see Figure 3.2a), only the agreement on requests
is parallelized into partitions, their execution in contrast still occurs sequentially, as in
traditional implementations. For this purpose, a new sequencer component is introduced
to merge the local request sequences determined by the partitions into a global sequence
used by the application. Since the agreement protocol ensures that the local sequences are
consistent across replicas and the sequencer’s merge algorithm is deterministic, it is guar-
anteed that all correct replicas in the system produce the same global request sequence.
(2) In the COP-PE variant (see Figure 3.2b), not only agreement is parallelized but also
execution. This architecture is suitable for applications that are able to guarantee consis-
tency in the presence of concurrent execution, and compared with COP-SE it has the main
advantage of eliminating the merge overhead for creating the global request sequence.
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(a) Parallel agreement + sequential execution (COP-SE)
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Figure 3.2: Replica architectures based on consensus-oriented parallelization
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Independent of the specific variant used in an implementation, consensus-oriented par-
allelization enables replication system software to mitigate the problems associated with
task-oriented parallelization. This applies to both issues that have been discussed in Sec-
tion 3.1, that is, scalability as well as scheduling and synchronization overhead.

Improved Scalability While task-oriented parallelization distributes work by assigning an
individual protocol task to a thread (which the thread then has to perform for all requests),
consensus-oriented parallelization partitions the responsibilities for requests (for which
a partition then has to perform all protocol tasks). With the number of tasks that are
involved in the replication protocol in general being dwarfed by the number of requests a
system needs to handle over the course of its lifetime, consensus-oriented parallelization
therefore enables a much more fine-grained degree of parallelism. As a consequence, the
number of partitions can simply be configured based on the number of available cores.

Minimized Scheduling and Synchronization Overhead Due to the fact that a partition per-
forms all necessary tasks on a request, consensus-oriented parallelization no longer re-
quires requests to be passed along a chain of threads. Instead, the vast majority of requests
never leave their partition until the completion of the agreement process (COP-SE) or even
the end of the execution (COP-PE). Occasionally, partitions do need to communicate with
each other (e.g., to balance load, handle faults, or create checkpoints in a coordinated
manner [21, 146]), however such events are rare compared with the workload involved in
normal request handling. As a result, the scheduling and synchronization costs associated
with consensus-oriented parallelization for many use-case scenarios are negligible.

3.3 Results

As part of my research, consensus-oriented parallelization has been throughly studied as a
means to make replication system software ready for multi-core machines. The following
paragraphs summarize important insights and observations obtained from these works.

Applicability Up to now, the concept of consensus-oriented parallelization has been suc-
cessfully integrated with four replication system software implementations with individual
properties and characteristics [21, 23, 49, 146]. This includes systems addressing differ-
ent fault models such as crash tolerance [49, 146], Byzantine fault tolerance [21], and
even a hybrid setting [23]. The underlying replication protocols cover both major types of
replication (i.e., active [21, 23] and passive [146], see Section 2.2) and parallelizing them
in a consensus-oriented manner in no case required modifications to complex parts such
as the consensus algorithm. All in all, this illustrates the concept’s broad applicability.

Performance Results obtained from experimental evaluations with a variety of different
use cases confirmed consensus-oriented parallelization to enable a replica to use its avail-
able computing resources both effectively as well as efficiently. For AGORA [146], a COP-PE
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version of the ZooKeeper service, for example, experiments showed the write throughput
to scale linearly with the number of cores on a server until reaching network saturation,
which is the case for requests as small as 128 bytes. When configured to use only a single
partition (i.e., one core per server), AGORA’s throughput exceeds ZooKeeper’s throughput
by more than a factor of two for both reads and writes. This illustrates the efficiency
improvements possible due to the minimized scheduling and synchronization overhead.

Relying on consensus-oriented parallelization, the prototype of COP [21], a COP-SE
implementation of the Byzantine fault-tolerant replication protocol PBFT [37], is able to
complete the consensus processes of more than 1.2 million requests per second using stan-
dard server hardware. For comparison, prior to the publication of the COP measurement
results, the highest published throughput provided by a replication system software im-
plementation from this domain had been about 90.000 agreed requests per second [30].

Consistency Guarantees Relaxing the order in which requests are agreed on and pro-
cessed by different replicas raises the question which impact consensus-oriented paral-
lelization has on the consistency guarantees that the overall replicated system is able to
provide. A key insights obtained from the development of multiple prototypes is that
when answering this question for COP-SE it is important to distinguish between two types
of requests: (1) For requests that go through the consensus process (i.e., typically writes),
the guarantees are the same as in traditional systems relying on task-oriented paralleliza-
tion, since all correct replicas still sequentially execute such requests in the same order.
This means that correct replicas advance their states in an identical manner and clients
observe these changes in the same way as in traditional systems. Consequently, if a system
for example originally offers strong consistency (i.e., linearizability [91]) for agreed re-
quests, it remains strongly consistent in its parallelized form without requiring any further
modifications. (2) For requests that bypass the consensus process (i.e., typically reads),
on the other hand, additional measures may be necessary to preserve the original consis-
tency guarantees, especially for protocols in which the leader ensures strong consistency
for such requests [129]. Since partitions in COP-SE are largely independent and each com-
prise their own leader, there is no single global entity with the same capabilities as a leader
in a traditional replica architecture. Nevertheless, as shown in the NIAGARA paper [49],
by extending the functionality of the sequencer it is possible to design mechanisms to
achieve strong consistency in COP-SE even for request that bypass the agreement stage.

Parallelizing both agreement and execution with COP-PE, replicas do not have a global
request sequence they can adhere to. Specifically, with partitions being only loosely cou-
pled, the relative order of requests handled by different partitions can diverge between
replicas. Providing linearizability under such conditions would make it necessary to insert
synchronization points and hence would reintroduce most of the overhead saved by paral-
lel execution. To avoid this problem, it is advisable for COP-PE systems to resort to weaker
consistency guarantees that require less synchronization. AGORA for example implements
causal serializability [138] by using vector clocks [104] to identify and respect causal
dependencies between writes across partitions [146]. Despite offering slightly weaker
consistency guarantees on paper, AGORA still supports the same use cases as ZooKeeper.
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3.4 Main Papers

Three papers constitute the core of the research performed on consensus-oriented paral-
lelization and therefore are included in this cumulative habilitation treatise (see reprints in
Appendix B). Below, the specific contribution of each of these papers is described in detail.

Middleware ’15 Johannes Behl, Tobias Distler, and Rüdiger Kapitza [21]
Consensus-Oriented Parallelization: How to Earn Your First Million

The paper introduces the concept of consensus-oriented parallelization
and applies it to the domain of Byzantine fault tolerance. The devel-
oped system implements the COP-SE replica architecture and relies on the
PBFT [37] protocol to perform active replication. Besides confirming the
effectiveness of consensus-oriented parallelization for multi-cores, the sys-
tem also shows the approach to be compatible with existing optimization
techniques such as batching [79] and leader rotation [156]. Equipped
with 12 cores and 4 Gigabit network adapters per replica, the prototype is
the first BFT system to agree on more than a million requests per second.

DSN ’17 Rainer Schiekofer, Johannes Behl, and Tobias Distler [146]
Agora: A Dependable High-Performance Coordination Service for Multi-Cores

The paper shows consensus-oriented parallelization to be a technique that
is not only limited to Byzantine fault tolerance, but also applicable to other
fault models. For this purpose, the paper presents the design of a crash-
tolerant coordination service called AGORA, which relies on Zab [94] for
replication and supports the same use cases as ZooKeeper [92]. AGORA

is the first case study to investigate the integration of consensus-oriented
parallelization into a service that is widely used in production. Further-
more, the paper is the first to apply the approach to passive replication,
and to describe and evaluate load balancing for the COP-PE architecture.

PaPoC ’19 Christian Deyerl and Tobias Distler [49]
In Search of a Scalable Raft-based Replication Architecture

The paper presents NIAGARA, a second case study with a replication sys-
tem software used in production, here the crash-tolerant Raft [129] im-
plementation of the key-value store etcd [76]. Integrating consensus-ori-
ented parallelization did not require any modifications to the core mecha-
nisms responsible for consensus, leader election, and batching. Relying on
the COP-SE replica architecture, this paper is the first to introduce the se-
quencer as a separate component and to examine additional tasks it may
be entrusted with (e.g., the coordination of strongly consistent reads).

The initial and BFT-related work on consensus-oriented parallelization was conducted
with Johannes Behl during his PhD, supervised by Rüdiger Kapitza and me. Under my su-
pervision, Rainer Schiekofer and Christian Deyerl (both Master students) then developed
and implemented parallelized variants for the CFT protocols Zab and Raft, respectively.



4 Energy-Aware Adaptation to Varying Workloads

Avoiding performance bottlenecks by enabling replication system software to utilize all
available resources (as addressed by Chapter 3) is crucial during periods of high workloads
in which a replicated service needs to respond to a large number of requests within a small
amount of time. In practice, many distributed services experience these kinds of conditions
on a regular basis, however they do not operate under them all of the time. Instead, the
workload on services such as key-value stores [77, 112, 131] in production usually follows
diurnal patterns. Specifically, often as a byproduct of the day/night cycle, the workload
level typically varies over the course of a day [5, 14, 48]. This means that there are periods
of lower utilization during which the performance requested from a service significantly
drops below its maximum, causing the bottleneck problem to no longer be imminent.

This chapter presents an approach that enables replication system software to mini-
mize the energy consumption of a service during such phases of low and medium work-
loads. To achieve this, the system software automatically adapts its configuration by ad-
justing a set of parameters at different system levels including, for example, the mapping
of program modules to threads or the number of active cores on a server. Results show
that switching to less powerful, but more resource-efficient configurations in the absence
of high workloads can result in significant energy savings without impeding performance.

4.1 State of the Art

In today’s computing infrastructures, processors are a major contributor to a system’s over-
all energy consumption [32, 120]. How much energy exactly needs to be spent in order
to handle a certain workload to a significant degree depends on a system’s configuration,
which for example includes the number of threads that are available to a service for pro-
cessing requests. For services whose implementations are able to leverage parallelism, the
provision of additional threads (up to a certain point) in general leads to an improvement
in the maximum throughput they are able to achieve. On the other hand, for the type
of services considered in this treatise more threads typically also result in higher energy
consumption due to the increased inter-thread synchronization overhead. As a conse-
quence, there commonly is a tradeoff between providing high performance and saving
energy. To illustrate this tradeoff, Figure 4.1 presents a set of measurement results [63]
obtained from a case study with a key-value store and two different configurations Cperf

and Cenergy. While the Cperf configuration has been designed for peak performance and
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Figure 4.1: Measurement results for two configurations of a key-value store [63]

therefore executes the service with 24 threads, the Cenergy configuration in contrast ad-
dresses periods of medium workloads and hence comprises only 2 threads. With regard
to the mentioned tradeoff these numbers offer two important insights: (1) Relying on
more threads, Cperf is able to achieve a 46% higher maximum throughput than Cenergy.
(2) At a throughput of 70.000 requests per second, a level which both configurations are
able to sustain, Cenergy consumes 21% less power than Cperf despite handling the same
workload. These two observations indicate that (with high probability) there is no single
optimal configuration that would enable the service to provide peak performance when
utilization is high and to minimize energy consumption when utilization is low. Since
existing replication system software [30, 55] is workload-agnostic and therefore does not
include support for dynamic reconfigurations, administrators are forced to statically select
a configuration and thereby compromise between high performance and energy efficiency.

Independent of a specific replication system software configuration, modern servers
typically adjust their power consumption by applying the concept of dynamic voltage and
frequency scaling (DVFS). DVFS enables the operating system of a server to save energy
during periods of low utilization by limiting the CPU’s maximum speed. As it is controlled
by the operating system, the technique has the advantage of being effective without re-
quiring any modifications to the software running at higher levels. On the other hand,
this property also prevents DVFS from always identifying and applying the ideal trade-
off between performance and energy consumption [65]. Specifically, there may be cases
in which it is possible to further minimize power consumption without decreasing per-
formance by disabling DVFS and instead using a power governor [114] to set the CPU
to its lowest frequency. This is a direct result of the fact that DVFS has no knowledge
about the specific characteristics of a service and consequently needs to make pessimistic
assumptions on the extent to which itself negatively impacts the performance of a service.

4.2 Approach: Energy-Aware Reconfigurations

In order to be able to automatically adapt to varying workloads in an energy-aware man-
ner, replication system software needs to be flexible enough to (1) offer several configu-
rations with different characteristics regarding performance and energy consumption and
(2) dynamically switch between these configurations whenever it is beneficial. Further-
more, the system software should provide interfaces to both upper layers (i.e., the service
applications) as well as lower layers (i.e., the underlying operating system and hardware)
that allow the software to collect feedback on the effects of its reconfiguration decisions.
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Figure 4.2: Energy-aware replica architecture enabling reconfigurations at different system levels

Figure 4.2 presents a replica architecture that is a result of my research and has been devel-
oped to address these requirements. Its core component is a controller whose main respon-
sibility is to store information on the impact of system parameters at different levels and to
use this knowledge to select the most suitable configuration for the current workload.

Saving Energy at Different System Levels To create a variety of configurations with het-
erogeneous performance and energy-consumption characteristics, the controller relies on
techniques that take effect at different system levels. The three most important ones are:
• Mapping of Modules to Threads: At the replication-software level, the controller

is able to dynamically change the number of threads that execute the replication
software and its service. To increase performance and minimize overhead such re-
configurations typically also involve a remapping of software modules to threads;
a module, for example, includes a task in the processing pipeline (see Section 3.1)
or a consensus partition (see Section 3.2). The dynamic remapping can be simpli-
fied by implementing modules as actors [3] so that they do not share state and only
communicate by exchanging messages. As a consequence, this makes it significantly
easier to migrate modules between threads in case the controller decides to perform
a reconfiguration that either increases or decreases the number of active threads.
• Mapping of Threads to Cores: At the operating-system level, the controller can

influence the thread-to-core mapping, for example by pinning each thread to a sepa-
rate core and thereby reducing scheduling overhead. During periods in which there
are more cores than threads, the controller deactivates unused cores to save energy.
• Capping Power Consumption of Cores: At the hardware level, the controller ex-

ploits modern features such as Intel’s (RAPL) [93] to specify the maximum amount
of power a processor is allowed to use. Low thresholds conserve energy but at the
same time also decrease the performance a processor is able to provide. In contrast
to DVFS, RAPL not only changes voltages and frequencies but enables further savings
by making use of additional hardware features such as throttling a CPU’s clock.

By combining these techniques, a controller is able to produce configurations that are
tailored for different workload levels. When service utilization is high, the workload is
usually distributed across multiple threads/cores, whereas during low utilization a single
thread on a (power-capped) core can sometimes be sufficient to timely process all requests.
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Dynamic Reconfiguration While the system is running, the controller continuously col-
lects information on the current workload from the replication software and if suitable
adjusts the configuration. As a basis for reconfiguration decisions, the controller main-
tains a database containing knowledge about the characteristics of different configurations
(e.g., processing latency, maximum throughput, power consumption at different through-
put levels). The database is compiled during a training phase and later updated based on
performance and energy-consumption measurements the controller conducts at runtime.

4.3 Results
To study its strengths and weaknesses, as part of my research the approach presented in
Section 4.2 was integrated with systems from multiple domains [62, 63, 65], not limited
to replication system software. In all cases, the combination of information collected at
different layers enabled the controller to optimize energy consumption while sustaining
the requested level of performance. The following paragraphs summarize further results.

Power Caps as a Means to Save Energy in Replicated Systems One of the key outcomes
of the conducted experiments is the insight that power caps can be an effective tool to
minimize the energy consumption of a replicated service while handling low and medium
workloads. This was not obvious from the beginning since power-capping features such as
RAPL originally were designed for a different purpose: as a protection mechanism against
peaks in power consumption. RAPL specifically, for example, has been applied to maintain
acceptable thermal load [45] and to prevent circuit breakers from tripping [170]. Mea-
surement results obtained from a BFT coordination service show that even in the presence
of low power caps a replicated system can still perform a significant amount of work [62].
Despite the CPU-package power consumption being limited to 12 W, the coordination ser-
vice for example is able to process more than 40,000 read requests per second with a la-
tency of less than 5 milliseconds, which is often sufficient during periods of low utilization.

Integration with Execution Platforms Since the concept of energy-aware reconfiguration
does not depend on specifics of the replication logic, there is no necessity to implement
it inside the replication software. As shown by EMPYA [63, 64] and STROME [65], the
controller for example may also be placed within an underlying execution environment,
which in case of EMPYA and STROME is a general-purpose platform for actor-based applica-
tions [4] and data-stream processing applications [101], respectively. As a key benefit, this
makes energy-aware reconfigurations available to a wide spectrum of different services.

Coordinating Reconfigurations Across Servers In a replicated system in which all replicas
handle the same workload, it is usually feasible for the controller to make reconfiguration
decisions solely based on information it collects from its local server. On the other hand,
for distributed applications that split the workload among servers or rely on different ma-
chines to perform different tasks, it can be beneficial to coordinate reconfigurations across
servers. In STROME, for example, where the output of one server represents the input of
another, a central controller monitors the impact of server-local reconfigurations on overall
system performance and fine-tunes the adaptations in an effort to reach a global optimum.
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4.4 Main Papers

Three papers represent the core of my research on energy-aware adaptation in system
software and hence are included in this cumulative habilitation treatise (see reprints in
Appendix B). Below, the specific contribution of each of these papers is described in detail.

ARM ’15 Christopher Eibel and Tobias Distler [62]
Towards Energy-Proportional State-Machine Replication

The paper introduces the idea of relying on dynamic reconfigurations at
multiple system levels to improve energy efficiency in the presence of
varying workloads. Specifically, the paper investigates the approach as a
means to achieve energy proportionality [18] in infrastructures controlled
by replication system software. A system is energy-proportional if its en-
ergy consumption correlates with the provided performance. For eval-
uation purposes, the paper uses a Byzantine fault-tolerant coordination
service that is implemented on top of an existing replication library [55].

IC2E ’18 Christopher Eibel, Thao-Nguyen Do, Robert Meißner, and Tobias Distler [63]
Empya: Saving Energy in the Face of Varying Workloads

The paper and its extended version [64] examine the challenges and im-
plications of integrating the controller with a general-purpose program-
ming and execution platform, using the actor-based Akka [4] as example.
The resulting energy-aware platform EMPYA can serve as a basis for the
implementation of replication system software, but also for the execution
of data-processing applications such as MapReduce [47] and Spark [173]
jobs, which do not rely on state-machine replication for fault tolerance.

DAIS ’18 Christopher Eibel, Christian Gulden, Wolfgang Schröder-Preikschat, [65]
and Tobias Distler
Strome: Energy-Aware Data-Stream Processing

The paper is the first to present coordinated reconfigurations. The eval-
uated use case is Twitter’s data-stream processing platform Heron [101]
whose master and worker nodes have been extended with controller com-
ponents that interact with each other to determine the effects of local
decisions on overall system performance and energy consumption. The
paper received the Best Paper Award at the 18th International Conference
on Distributed Applications and Interoperable Systems (DAIS ’18).

The work presented in this chapter was conducted with Christopher Eibel as a part of his
doctoral studies that was supervised by me. His doctoral studies also included research on
other energy-related topics for which he was supervised by Wolfgang Schröder-Preikschat
and Timo Hönig. Under Christopher’s and my supervision, three Bachelor/Master stu-
dents contributed to the project: Thao-Nguyen Do implemented parts of the EMPYA plat-
form. Robert Meißner created an extension for EMPYA that enables the platform to execute
Spark applications. Christian Gulden developed and implemented the STROME prototype.
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5 Techniques Tailored to Specific Use Cases

Leveraging multiple cores on a server (Chapter 3) and minimizing the energy consumption
of replicas (Chapter 4), the approaches presented in the previous two chapters can support
a broad spectrum of replication use cases. To complement these works, this chapter exam-
ines possibilities of further improving the efficiency of replication system software through
mechanisms and concepts that are tailored to the characteristics and requirements of
particular application scenarios such as heterogeneous environments, services with large
states, and geo-replicated settings. Although designed with a specific use case in mind,
the approaches presented in this chapter are nevertheless generally applicable in the sense
that they are neither limited to a certain fault model nor a specific replication protocol.

5.1 Services in Heterogeneous Environments

Replication protocols commonly assume replicas to be fault independent, meaning that
a single cause cannot lead to the simultaneous failures of multiple replicas. In practice,
the probability of correlated failures can be reduced by placing replicas at different ge-
ographic locations (see Section 5.3) and/or diversifying their implementations [16, 78],
for example by relying on heterogeneous off-the-shelf software components [39, 42, 60,
80, 81, 82, 84, 150, 154]. So far, the primary focus of these works was laid on the impact
diversification can have on the overall resilience of a replicated system against faults.

In general, existing studies do not address the fact that heterogeneity not only has
an influence on fault tolerance, but typically also affects the individual performance of
replicas, for example as a result of the use of different programming languages, service
implementations, and/or operating systems. The same is true for environments in which
the server hardware or the amount of available resources (e.g., the number of cores a
replica has at its disposal) differs among replicas. A common example of such environ-
ments are cloud infrastructures where the performance can vary significantly across virtual
machines, even if the virtual machines on paper are of the same instance type [130].

For simplicity, most replication protocols either implicitly or explicitly assume replicas
to be equally powerful and thus provide a homogeneous level of performance, indepen-
dent of whether their implementations are diversified or not. As discussed in the following
by example of BFT replication, in application scenarios in which a replicated system runs
in an heterogeneous environment, this approach may prevent replication system software
from fully utilizing all available resources on servers that are more powerful than others.
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Figure 5.1: CPU resource utilization in different replicated systems tolerating one Byzantine fault.
Bar heights symbolize the capabilities of individual servers, with higher bars indicating more pow-
erful processors. Replicas consist of (combined) modules for agreement (A) and execution (E).

State of the Art Figure 5.1 illustrates the problem based on an example scenario in which
the replicated system is required to tolerate one Byzantine fault. In the shown setting,
there are two categories of servers: (1) fast machines with 2.4 GHz processors and (2) slow
machines with 1.6 GHz processors, meaning that the fast servers have 50% more process-
ing resources than the slow servers, as indicated by the respective height of a server’s bar.

A common solution to tolerate f = 1 Byzantine fault is to rely on the PBFT [37]
protocol, which for this purpose requires a minimum of n = 3f +1 = 4 replicas. However,
as depicted in Figure 5.1a, applying PBFT with four replicas would result in the replication
system software leaving unused about one third of the fast server’s processing resources.
This is a consequence of the fact that in PBFT, as it is the case for many other fault-tolerant
protocols, the system can only make progress if a sufficient number of replicas participate
in the agreement process; in PBFT this quorum threshold is dn+f+1

2 e = 3 replicas. Or in
other words, the overall performance of PBFT is limited by the dn+f+1

2 eth fastest server,
independent of whether or not some of the faster servers have spare processing resources.

Unfortunately, providing further resources in the form of additional servers in this
scenario also does not solve the problem. Technically, it is possible to operate PBFT with
more than the minimum number of required replicas (see Figure 5.1b), however instead of
improving performance such a measure typically has the opposite effect. This has mainly
two reasons: (1) Increasing the replica-group size to n = 5, PBFT needs to resort to larger
agreement quorums, which in turn means that for the example setting the performance
bottleneck shifts from the third fastest server to the fourth fastest server, that is in the
wrong direction. (2) With more replicas participating in the consensus process, PBFT
needs to exchange more messages between replicas, which not only requires additional
processing and network resources but usually also negatively impacts performance [73].
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Approach: Group-based System Architecture To minimize the amount of resources lying
idle in heterogeneous environments, replication system software must be enabled to flexi-
bly move work to the locations at which the necessary resources are actually available. The
OMADA system architecture [73], a result of my research, solves this problem by organiz-
ing a replicated system into different module groups, specifically one group that comprises
the execution stage, and a configurable number of groups responsible for handling re-
quest agreement. Given this basic concept, the OMADA system architecture can be seen as
an extension of the partition-based COP-SE replica architecture presented for consensus-
oriented parallelization in Section 3.2. However, there are three important differences:

• Flexible Distribution: Using COP-SE all replicas host all partitions, whereas in the
OMADA architecture the module groups are distributed across different replicas, as
shown in Figure 5.1c. In this example, the agreement stage is split into two groups
A1 and A2 to enable a fine-grained distribution of work. This way, fast servers
with many resources can be assigned more tasks (e.g., the responsibility for both
agreement groups as well as the execution group) compared with the work that
needs to be performed by slow servers (e.g., hosting only two of the three groups).

• Efficient Execution: OMADA exploits the insight that when agreement and execu-
tion are separated, 2f +1 execution replicas are sufficient to tolerate up to f Byzan-
tine faults [171]. In the example depicted in Figure 5.1c, this enables OMADA to save
resources my limiting the execution-group size to three servers (i.e., Servers 1 to 3).

• Heterogeneous Groups: While COP-SE uniformly distributes the agreement work-
load among its partitions, agreement groups in OMADA may possess heterogeneous
configurations. By relying on group-specific maximum batch sizes (i.e., upper thresh-
olds for the number of requests each group is allowed to handle within a single con-
sensus instance), it is for example possible to create agreement groups with diverse
resource-consumption characteristics. This is important since it enables OMADA to
adapt the workload distribution to the amount of resources available in the system.

In order to assist practitioners in deploying their systems as well as to increase resource
utilization, OMADA comes with a systematic approach to determine the number and place-
ment of groups in a heterogeneous environment. In a first step, this includes a measure-
ment-based assessment of the actual processing resources available on each participat-
ing server, which typically involves the execution of a small microbenchmark performing
cryptographic computations, as are used by replication protocols to authenticate mes-
sages [37]. Based on the results obtained from these measurements, each server is as-
signed a certain number of performance points, which is a unitless metric to quantify the
relative performance differences between servers. Next, it is necessary to estimate the
ratio between the resource demands of an agreement group and the resource demands
of the execution group. This property is also expressed in terms of performance points
and depends on the specific protocol used for replication. In a final step, all the infor-
mation gathered up to this point serves as input for the formulation of an integer linear
program [132]. This program then allows a solver to automatically analyze all possible
assignments of groups to servers and thereby determine an optimal OMADA configuration.
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Results So far, the OMADA system architecture has been implemented and evaluated in
conjunction with two different BFT protocols, namely PBFT [37] and Spinning [156]. In
both cases, OMADA enables the replication system software to rely on agreement groups
that employ the respective consensus-protocol implementation as a black-box component,
requiring no modifications to the essential protocol parts. In general, there is no limitation
preventing the approach to also be applied to CFT agreement protocols that establish a sta-
ble total order on incoming client requests. The rationale behind the primary focus on BFT
was the fact that Byzantine fault tolerance typically requires significantly more resources
than crash tolerance, and consequently it becomes all the more costly if resources lie idle.

Another major result of the research on OMADA is the insight that there are several op-
portunities for the replication system software to optimize the interaction between groups
in cases in which two modules of different groups reside on the same server and con-
sequently can be assumed to trust each other, as they do in traditional non-group-based
architectures. For example, if an execution module receives an ordered request from a co-
located agreement module, the execution module may immediately accept the message
without the need to consult other agreement-group members, thereby saving resources.

Experiments conducted with a coordination service show that for a heterogeneous
environment such as the one in Figure 5.1 (i.e., two fast servers and three slow servers)
OMADA is able to improve performance by utilizing resources more effectively [73]. Specif-
ically, integrated with the OMADA architecture the maximum throughputs achieved by
PBFT and Spinning increase by 15% and 10%, respectively. A second important outcome
of the experiments is the observation that the performance improvements possible with
OMADA further increase if the differences in available resources between servers become
larger, that is if servers are even more heterogeneous. For a six-server setting (i.e., two fast
servers and four slow servers) in which each slow server only has a third of the computing
power of a fast server (instead of two thirds as in the scenario in Figure 5.1), OMADA

for example enables throughput improvements of 108% (PBFT) and 168% (Spinning).

5.2 Services with Large States

Replication protocols usually make no specific assumptions on the size of the application
state they need to keep consistent across replicas. From a theoretical point of view this
approach is reasonable since the state size in general has no influence on the correctness
of a protocol. However, when it comes to building actual systems, the amount of appli-
cation data involved suddenly can become an important factor impacting the efficiency of
replication system software. Specifically, this is true with regard to the problem of cre-
ating periodic checkpoints, which as explained in Section 2.1 are necessary to perform
garbage collection and to update new or trailing replicas via state transfer. In replicated
systems, checkpoints are a representation of the application state at a particular point in
time, typically in between the execution of two client requests with neighboring sequence
numbers. Persisting the contents of such a checkpoint by writing it to stable storage com-
monly requires means to capture and serialize all relevant application objects, which is an
operation that can result in significant overhead for replicated services with large states.
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of state-of-the-art checkpointing techniques

State of the Art As illustrated in Figure 5.2a, the most widely used checkpointing method
in replicated systems is to instruct replicas to create checkpoints in lockstep, meaning that
all replicas in the system produce snapshots for the same sequence numbers [37]. As a key
benefit, this approach makes it possible to directly compare the checkpoints generated by
different replicas and thereby detect faulty copies of the application state. For this to work,
it is crucial that checkpoints consistently reflect the contents of the replicated application
after a certain sequence number. A straightforward way to ensure this is to first suspend
the execution of requests, then serialize all state objects to a suitable location (e.g., a file
on disk), and afterwards resume request processing. Although leading to consistent check-
points, this technique unfortunately has the main drawback of reducing the availability of
services with large states, for which the state serialization can take a significant amount of
time during which the system does not process requests. The period of unavailability can
be shortened by only storing the changes since the latest checkpoint [37, 39], however
this still leaves the problem that all replicas in the system are affected at the same time.

To address this issue, Bessani et al. [30] proposed an approach that enables replicas
to snapshot their application instances at different sequence numbers, as shown in Fig-
ure 5.2b. This way, one replica at a time can focus on request execution while the rest
of the group continues to provide the service. Notice that the improvement in availabil-
ity comes at the cost of checkpoints from different replicas not being directly comparable
anymore. To verify a checkpoint cpA based on another (later) checkpoint cpB using this
technique, a replica first needs to load the cpA contents received from one replica, pro-
cess subsequent requests, and finally compare the resulting application state to the check-
point cpB provided by a different replica. In CFT systems in which replicas trust each other
this does not pose a problem, however in BFT systems the necessity to load unverified
state data (i.e., checkpoint cpA) entails the risk of being exploitable by adversaries [50].
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Figure 5.3: Creation of deterministic fuzzy checkpoints in parallel with request execution

Approach: Deterministic Fuzzy Checkpoints To be efficient and generally applicable in
both CFT and BFT systems with large states, a checkpoint technique should not require the
temporary suspension of request execution, and still produce comparable checkpoints that
can be verified without loading them first. This problem served as a starting point for my
research on deterministic fuzzy checkpoints (DFC) [68], which was inspired by the fuzzy-
checkpointing techniques proposed for early in-memory databases [90, 113, 144]. As
shown in Figure 5.3, using DFC the replication system software produces snapshots while
continuously processing requests. The checkpointing process itself consists of two phases:

• State Capture Phase: In this phase, the replication system software collects all in-
formation necessary to later be able to produce the actual checkpoint. Specifically, a
separate checkpointer thread iterates over all state objects and copies them. With re-
quest execution continuing, the resulting overall snapshot is likely to neither reflect a
consistent state nor the exact state of the application at the intended sequence num-
ber. Therefore, to not miss any intermediate changes the system software in addition
also records all modifications that take place after a state object has been copied.

• Checkpoint Completion Phase: This phase transforms the fuzzy snapshot obtained
during state capture into a comparable and consistent checkpoint. For this purpose,
also in parallel with request execution, the replication system software takes the
state-objects snapshot from the previous phase and applies all recorded changes to
it. At the end, the checkpoint produced by DFC is indistinguishable from the check-
points traditional lockstep techniques would create for the same sequence number.

Depending on the characteristics and requirements of the particular use-case scenario,
there are different ways to implement the DFC checkpointing mechanism in replication
system software. For example, if the application interface already contains means to no-
tify the system software about imminent object modifications [39], a straightforward ap-
proach is to perform most of the work inside the replication system software and in an
application-independent manner. On the other hand, there is the possibility to let the repli-
cation system software only coordinate the checkpointing process and outsource the mon-
itoring of state changes to the service application. Compared with the generic solution,
this variant requires additional implementation work but in return enables further service-
specific optimizations such as a more efficient management of state modifications [68].
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Results As part of the research on DFC, the technique has been successfully used to not
only create full checkpoints (i.e., copies of the entire application state) but also differential
checkpoints (i.e., snapshots of the changes since the latest checkpoint). In both cases, DFC
was found to already improve the availability of replicated services with comparably small
states. For a key-value store with a 3 GB database the use of DFC for example resulted
in no notable downtime during the creation of full checkpoints; without DFC, request
execution had to be suspended for about 4.7 seconds once every checkpoint interval [68].

A second important insight is the fact that DFC is able to minimize the duration be-
tween (1) the point in time at which the state reflected by a checkpoint exists in the ap-
plication and (2) the point in time at which the corresponding fully serialized checkpoint
becomes ready. More specifically, traditional approaches start the creation of the check-
point for a sequence number s immediately after having processed the request assigned
to sequence number s. In contrast, using DFC a replica at this point already initiates the
final checkpoint completion phase, after having finished most of the work in advance.

5.3 Geo-Replicated Services

For use-case scenarios in which the clients of a replicated service are scattered across
the globe, a common approach is to also geopraphically distribute the server-side of the
system. The rationale behind this strategy is to give clients faster access to the service
by placing replicas in close distance to them and thereby reduce transmission times be-
tween clients and replicas. On the downside, hosting replicas near clients typically also
means that they are farther apart from each other and as a result it takes longer for them
to reach consensus. This predicament illustrates the necessity for research on how replica-
tion system software can minimize end-to-end response times in geo-replicated settings.

State of the Art Replicating a service across multiple geographic sites is a highly relevant
problem in practice and therefore has been extensively studied in the context of both CFT
and BFT. Overall, the proposed solutions can be divided into two high-level categories:

• Single-Tier Protocols: Protocols in this category [37, 117, 124, 155] share the com-
monality that they only host a single replica at each participating location and thus
require all protocol mechanisms (e.g., consensus algorithm, leader election, state
transfer) to be entirely executed across wide-area connections (see Figure 5.4a).

• Hierarchical Protocols: Systems belonging to this category [8, 10, 88] deploy mul-
tiple replicas at each site and implement the overall replication protocol as a com-
bination of subprotocols at two distinct hierarchical levels, as shown in Figure 5.4b:
(1) a local-area subprotocol that is executed among replicas residing at the same
geographic location and (2) a wide-area subprotocol that connects different sites.

A major benefit of the hierarchical approach is the fact that by designing the local-area
subprotocol in a fault-tolerant manner, the set of replicas at each site is able to provide
stronger resilience guarantees than a single replica. Compared with single-tier protocols,
this makes it possible to reduce the complexity of the protocol run at the wide-area level.
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Figure 5.4: Message flow in wide-area environments for state-of-the-art replication protocols

Independent of the specific category, in leader-based replication protocols client requests
need to pass through the agreement leader in order to be considered in the consensus pro-
cess. As a consequence, the end-to-end response times provided by a geo-replicated system
can vary significantly depending on where the current leader is located [70, 117, 149].
Some protocols aim at addressing this issue by rotating the leader role among repli-
cas [117, 118, 123, 155, 156], there enabling a client to save time by submitting requests
to the replica closest to its own location. Unfortunately, experiments in real-world environ-
ments have shown that the strategy of rotating the leader role overall does not necessarily
always lead to better response times than a fixed leader at a well-connected site [149].

When a service is used by clients from all over the world, it is likely that not all of
those clients continuously access the service. Instead, accesses in practice often follow di-
urnal patterns (see Chapter 4) and as a consequence of the day/night cycle the origins of
client requests usually change over the course of a day. Since only few replication proto-
cols support dynamic reconfigurations of the replica group [30, 105, 129, 142], leaderless
protocols [61, 124] and weighted-voting schemes [26, 149] can be used to reduce re-
sponse times in deployments with a larger number of static replica sites. However, this
comes at the cost of an increased network overhead necessary to keep replicas consistent.

Approach: Clustered System Architecture Geo-replication protocols should provide low
latency and support for flexibly adding/removing new replica sites to/from the system at
runtime. The cluster system architecture SPIDER [71], a result of my research, addresses
these issues by splitting the replication system software into two main parts, agreement
and execution [171], and instantiating these parts in different replica clusters and at dif-
ferent geographic locations. Precisely, SPIDER comprises one agreement cluster and mul-
tiple execution clusters, which are all dimensioned to tolerate a preconfigured number of
replica faults. The agreement cluster is responsible for running the consensus protocol
and establishing a global order on client requests, while the execution clusters host copies
of the service application, handle the interaction with clients, and process the requests.
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Figure 5.5: Clustered system architecture for geo-distributed replicated systems

The SPIDER architecture is specifically designed for deployment in public clouds and
tailored to leverage the characteristics of the infrastructures providing them. In partic-
ular, the approach exploits the fact that today’s clouds are organized as a collection of
regions, which are further divided into availability zones [7, 85, 122]. Availability zones
are constructed in such a way that they represent distinct fault domains. They are typ-
ically hosted in data centers that have dedicated power supply systems and networking
and are located several tens of kilometers apart from each other. All these measures are
taken to minimize the probability of two availability zones being affected by correlated
failures even if they reside in the same region. SPIDER benefits from these properties by
distributing each agreement/execution cluster across different availability zones of a re-
gion. This way, the communication within a cluster can be efficiently performed with low
latency while still enabling the cluster as a whole to serve as a fault-tolerant entity. In con-
trast to traditional single-tier or hierarchical systems, this strategy circumvents the need
to execute expensive replication protocols over long-distance links. Instead, all complex
protocols (e.g., the consensus algorithm) in SPIDER are run inside a cluster and therefore
limited to a single region. Wide-area connections between regions, on the other hand, are
primarily responsible for forwarding the protocol outputs of one cluster to another cluster.

As illustrated in Figure 5.5, clients in SPIDER submit requests to their nearest exe-
cution cluster. Since the execution replicas themselves manage copies of the service state
and process all modifications in the same order, they are able to immediately respond with
weakly consistent results providing consistent-prefix guarantees [151]. For clients requir-
ing strongly consistent reads or writes (i.e., linearizability [91]), an execution cluster for-
wards the corresponding requests to the agreement cluster where the consensus protocol
assigns each request with a unique and stable sequence number. Due to the consensus pro-
cess being limited to the agreement cluster, the specific algorithm used for the agreement
of requests is fully independent of execution-cluster implementations, making it possible
to integrate SPIDER with different agreement protocols. After the consensus is complete,
the agreement cluster delivers the requests to all execution clusters, which process them
in the order of their sequence numbers and (if connected to the client) return the result.
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To simplify system design and implementation, the research on SPIDER also involved the
development of a replication system software component for handling the exchange of
information between clusters: the inter-regional message channel (IRMC) [71]. IRMCs
are unidirectional m-to-n channels that connect m replicas of one cluster to n replicas of
another cluster. For the messages sent through them, the channels offer first-in-first-out
semantics as well as a flow-control mechanism that prevents the cluster of sender replicas
from overwhelming the cluster of receiver replicas. Besides enabling SPIDER’s modular
design, IRMCs also greatly simplify the dynamic addition/removal of execution clusters.

Results The SPIDER system architecture has been integrated with an existing BFT repli-
cation system software implementation and evaluated for a geo-replicated key-value store
in the public Amazon EC2 cloud [71]. The measurement results indicate that SPIDER en-
ables low end-to-end response times for several operations. For strongly consistent writes,
for example, the overall latency in SPIDER is dominated by a single wide-area round trip
between a client’s nearest execution cluster and the agreement cluster. In general, this
constitutes an improvement over the number of long-distance hops required by single-tier
BFT protocols such as PBFT [37] or hierarchical protocols such as Steward [10], as previ-
ously shown in Figure 5.4. As a consequence, in the evaluated setting SPIDER completed
writes up to 95% (PBFT) and 94% (Steward) faster than the other replication protocols.

Another key takeaway from the experiments is that in SPIDER end-to-end response
times are fairly stable independent of where the current agreement leader is located. This
is a result of the fact that, while in PBFT and Steward the leader role can move between
all participating sites, the leader replica in SPIDER is guaranteed to be one of the replicas
in the agreement cluster. Hence, instead of hundreds or thousands of kilometers as in tra-
ditional system architectures, the SPIDER leader solely shifts among different availability
zones of the same cloud region, which typically has only a minor impact on overall latency.

An analysis of existing public-cloud infrastructures has shown a wide range of deploy-
ment options for SPIDER-based systems. At the time the study was conducted in 2020,
the three major public-cloud providers Amazon, Microsoft, and Google together already
offered a total of 54 compute-cloud regions that comprise three or more availability zones
and therefore are qualified to host a SPIDER execution cluster tolerating one Byzantine
fault. Four of those regions furthermore are sufficiently equipped to accommodate a cor-
responding agreement cluster due to having four or more availability zones. To support
deployments with larger agreement clusters there are mainly two possible ways to achieve
this: (1) If the designated agreement region lacks the required number of availability
zones, some of the agreement replicas may be placed in neighboring regions of the same
cloud provider. Although this approach does not endanger correctness, it may come at the
cost of increasing volatility in response times in the presence of leader changes. (2) The
agreement cluster may be distributed across availability zones of different cloud providers
that are located in relatively close distance to each other. Apart from keeping response
times stable, this strategy also has the benefit of making the system resilient against faults
that affect an entire provider. Such diversification in deployment has previously been
proposed for various use-case scenarios including, for example, storage services [1, 28].
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5.4 Main Papers

The core of my research on application-specific replication system software comprises
three papers included in this cumulative habilitation treatise (see reprints in Appendix B).
In the following, the specific contribution of each of these papers is described in detail.

Computing ’19 Michael Eischer and Tobias Distler [73]
Scalable Byzantine Fault-tolerant State-Machine Replication
on Heterogeneous Servers

The paper and its conference version [72] are the first to analyze the im-
pact of servers with heterogeneous characteristics on the performance and
resource efficiency of replication system software. To address the identi-
fied problems, the papers present the OMADA approach and implementa-
tion, which improves the flexibility and scalability of replication system
software by parallelizing the agreement stage into heterogeneous groups.
OMADA was evaluated with two protocols: PBFT [37] and Spinning [156].

SRDS ’19 Michael Eischer, Markus Büttner, and Tobias Distler [68]
Deterministic Fuzzy Checkpoints

The paper proposes deterministic fuzzy checkpoints as a means for repli-
cation system software to efficiently snapshot replicated BFT services with
large states. To underline the broad applicability of the technique, the pa-
per discusses alternatives for integrating the fuzzy-checkpointing mecha-
nism with existing replication system software architectures. In addition,
it evaluates the approach in conjunction with both full as well as differen-
tial checkpoints, showing significant improvements in service availability.

Middleware ’20 Michael Eischer and Tobias Distler [71]
Resilient Cloud-based Replication with Low Latency

The paper introduces the clustered system architecture SPIDER in the con-
text of BFT geo-replication and discusses details on how to integrate the
architecture with today’s public-cloud infrastructures. Specifically, the pa-
per explores ways to support both strongly and weakly consistent oper-
ations, to dynamically add new replica sites to the system, and to offer
multiple implementations of inter-regional message channels with differ-
ent characteristics. Experiments conducted with a prototype on Amazon
EC2 [6] show SPIDER to provide lower latency than existing approaches
for wide-area environments and response times to remain stable even
across different agreement-leader replicas. The paper received the Best
Student Paper Award at the 21st Middleware Conference (Middleware ’20).

The work presented in this chapter was conducted with Michael Eischer during his doc-
toral studies, supervised by me. Under our both supervision, in his Bachelor thesis Markus
Büttner implemented parts of the mechanism for creating deterministic fuzzy checkpoints.
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6 Conclusion

Dedicated to improving the efficiency of reliable replication system software, this treatise
has presented several approaches and techniques to advance the state of the art. This
section summarizes the key contributions and outlines ways to combine them with each
other. In addition, the section includes a discussion on how the developed concepts can
be applied to a category of replicated services that in recent years became highly relevant
in practice: blockchains. Finally, the section describes open challenges in the domain of
replication system software research that can serve as basis for future work in this area.

6.1 Summary of Contributions

The following list summarizes the most important contributions of this treatise:

Consensus-Oriented Parallelization is a parallelization scheme that distributes the re-
sponsibilities of a replica across loosely coupled partitions. This enables the system
software to effectively utilize multiple cores on each server in an efficient manner.

Energy-Aware Reconfigurations take effect at different system levels and for example
change the mapping of program modules to threads or the power-consumption
threshold of a processor. They are a means for the replication system software to re-
duce the energy footprint of a replica during periods of low and medium workloads.

Group-based System Architectures divide the agreement stage of a replicated system
into multiple non-uniform groups. By instructing powerful replicas to participate in
more groups, the system architecture makes it possible to increase performance as a
result of improving resource utilization in environments with heterogeneous servers.

Deterministic Fuzzy Checkpoints enable the replication system software to create snap-
shots of the service state in parallel with request execution. Such a mechanism is
particularly useful to achieve high availability for applications with large states.

Clustered System Architectures exploit the special properties of today’s public-cloud in-
frastructures to minimize the amount of long-distance network traffic. For geo-repli-
cated systems, this leads to less complex system designs and enables low latency.

For all of these approaches, there exists at least one prototype implementation that has
been used for evaluation. The measurement results obtained from these experiments have
been key in identifying the individual strengths and weaknesses of the proposed concept.
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6.2 Compatibility of Approaches

The approaches presented in this treatise have been designed for different objectives (see
Table 6.1), which raises the question whether they are compatible with each other. Tech-
nically, there is no reason that would prevent an integrated replication system software
implementation combining all of the proposed concepts. However, this does not necessar-
ily mean that building such an implementation would actually be reasonable in practice
since the common use cases of replicated services typically do not require all the developed
mechanisms within a single system. Consequently, it is likely to make more sense to com-
bine a few selected approaches as part of a special purpose replication system software.
The remainder of this section discusses two examples of composability in more detail.

Supporting the Full Spectrum of Workloads Addressing periods of high and low utiliza-
tion, respectively, consensus-oriented parallelization (see Section 3.2) and energy-aware
reconfigurations (see Section 4.2) are ideal candidates for integration within the same
implementation. By effectively using all available cores on a server the former could en-
sure that the replicated service is able to sustain high throughput during workload peaks,
whereas the latter would be responsible for saving energy at times when clients issue
fewer requests to the service. On a technical level, there is especially one question that
should be answered when combining the two approaches: How to deal with the fact that
there are multiple partitions, which on the one hand enables parallelism when utilization
is high, but on the other hand constitutes overhead (e.g., additional network connections,
need for load balancing) when utilization is low? One way to handle this issue is to keep
the number of partitions static and only vary the assignments of partitions to threads, for
example instructing a single thread to process all partitions during periods of low work-
loads. Another possibility is to minimize overhead by providing an auxiliary mechanism to
dynamically change the number of partitions as part of the energy-aware reconfigurations.

Nesting Architectures As shown in Table 6.1, the proposed architectures take effect at
different scopes. The clustered SPIDER system architecture (see Section 5.3) separates a
replicated system into an agreement cluster and multiple execution clusters. In contrast,
the group-based architecture (see Section 5.1) focuses on a single cluster, for which it en-
ables an extended distribution across additional servers. Finally, consensus-oriented par-
allelization defines the architecture of individual replicas (see Section 3.2). Consequently,
if considered useful, the agreement cluster of a SPIDER system could use a group-based
approach to include additional replicas for scalability, and internally every replica could
organize each of these groups as a collection of partitions handled by different threads.

Approach Description Primary Objective Scope
Consensus-oriented parallelization Section 3.2 High throughput Replica
Energy-aware reconfigurations Section 4.2 Saving energy Replica
Group-based system architecture Section 5.1 Scalability Replica cluster
Deterministic fuzzy checkpoints Section 5.2 High availability Replica
Clustered system architecture Section 5.3 Low latency Entire system

Table 6.1: Comparison of the approaches presented in this treatise
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6.3 Applicability to Permissioned Blockchains

Apart from the use cases considered in previous chapters (e.g., key-value stores, coordina-
tion services), in recent years an additional domain of application scenarios for replicated
systems, and especially BFT protocols, has emerged: permissioned blockchains [11, 19,
27, 86]. In contrast to permissionless blockchains, as for example used for Bitcoin [125],
in permissioned blockchains an access-control mechanism ensures that only a selected set
of nodes (instead of arbitrary nodes) are able to participate in system operations. Hence,
permissioned blockchains better fit the system model of existing CFT and BFT protocols,
which as discussed in Section 1.1 typically assume a replica group whose size and compo-
sition is a matter of controlled configuration, for example by a trusted administrator.

Permissioned blockchains in general rely on system architectures that follow the exe-
cute-verify principle [97], which means that replicas first process client requests and af-
terwards agree on the order in which to apply the corresponding state updates [11]. Com-
pared with traditional replicated systems, which first reach consensus on requests and then
execute them (see Section 2.1), from an overall perspective this constitutes a reordering
of protocol steps and therefore can be considered a new paradigm. On the other hand,
as discussed in detail my survey paper [50], it is also possible to regard permissioned-
blockchain systems as compositions of two services: (1) a user-facing front-end application
that transforms user requests into state transactions and (2) a back-end application that
verifies the transactions and maintains a history of the corresponding blockchain state.
As illustrated in Figure 6.1, from this point of view processes of the front-end application
are essentially clients of a traditionally replicated back-end application, with the excep-
tion that these processes themselves manage a considerable amount of application state.
Specifically, for the back-end part of the blockchain, system designers commonly assume
a similar system model as is used for many existing replicated architectures and protocols.

With regard to the approaches of this treatise, this means that they are also applicable
to the domain of permissioned blockchains, where they especially could be of benefit to im-
prove efficiency and availability of the back ends of such systems. In particular, consensus-
oriented parallelization (see Section 3.2) for example may enable a back end to sustain
high throughputs of transactions. Furthermore, the deterministic fuzzy checkpointing
technique presented in Section 5.2 could be used to create snapshots of the (often large)
blockchain history without the need to temporarily suspend the processing of transactions.

HistoryAgreement Replica

HistoryAgreement Replica

HistoryAgreement Replica

...

Validators

Users Front-End Application Back-End Application

Requests
Transactions

Figure 6.1: Composite system architecture used for permissioned blockchains
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6.4 Open Challenges

Despite decades of advances in research, there is still room for improvement when it
comes to the implementation of replication system software. This section discusses several
open issues that have been identified as a byproduct of the work presented in this treatise.

Closing the Gap Between Specification and Implementation One of the most important
problems of both CFT and BFT replication is the fact that it is inherently difficult to imple-
ment replication system software based on existing protocol specifications. This is a result
of the common approach to develop protocols by primarily focusing on the tasks essential
for safety and liveness, thereby for example abstracting from practical problems related to
replica interaction such as flow control. For the crash-tolerant Paxos [103], for example,
this led to a significant amount of secondary literature whose sole purpose is to discuss
how the protocol works and how to implement it [33, 40, 98, 121, 153]. Causing already
complications for CFT protocols, the problems become even larger for the more complex
BFT protocols. To address these issues, research should aim at finding means to spec-
ify replication protocols in a way that makes it possible to infer a direct implementation.

Minimizing the Impact of Message Authentication on Protocol Design Many replication
protocols, especially from the BFT domain, for correctness require their replicas to commu-
nicate via authenticated messages. Unfortunately, with different authentication algorithms
providing different properties, the particular scheme in use commonly has an impact on
protocol design. MAC-based authenticators [37], for example, typically are less powerful
than signatures [141] due to MACs only being able to prove the authenticity of a message
to a specific recipient, but not to others. Although this difference may seem small, it gener-
ally affects the number of message exchanges needed to reach consensus. For PBFT, Castro
for example discusses several authentication-scheme-specific protocol variants in his dis-
sertation [36], in addition to the already differing versions presented in the corresponding
conference [37] and journal [38] papers. Most other researchers did not go to the same
length as Castro and designed their protocols for particular authentication schemes, often
requiring different schemes for different sub-protocols [9, 43, 99, 157]. From a system
software perspective this situation is not ideal since it limits flexibility and minimizes the
reusability of components. As a result, it would be beneficial to develop protocols in which
authentication schemes are not hard-wired but replaceable without further modifications.

Diversifying Replication System Software at Multiple Levels Due to the high costs for code
development and maintenance, existing replication system software usually relies on the
same implementation for all replicas. Consequently, a single bug or vulnerability can lead
to the failure of the entire system. Although there are approaches to automatically diver-
sify implementations [136, 143], they so far are not broadly used in practice and further-
more cannot be directly applied to software implemented in interpreted programming lan-
guages (e.g., Java [30, 44, 55, 157]). Hence, to increase the resilience of replication sys-
tem software it is crucial to develop means that facilitate the introduction of heterogeneity
at all system levels including communication, authentication, and agreement protocols.
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6.5 Concluding Remarks

My work on replication system software started in the context of my diploma thesis [53]
more than a decade ago. The approaches and techniques described in this habilitation
treatise represent the most important of my latest research contributions to this area.
The following paragraphs summarize three key insights gained throughout all this time.

Resource Awareness Managing the provided resources and making them available to
applications is one of the main responsibilities of system software in general, and thus
the same of course also applies to replication system software. While traditional works in
this domain usually leave most of the resource management to lower layers, especially the
operating system, this treatise examined the benefits of making all replication system soft-
ware layers resource aware, including the replication logic and its execution environment.
Among other things, this approach enabled the development of replication protocols that
use the available processing and network resources more effectively and efficiently than
existing protocols. Furthermore, resource awareness makes it possible to save energy dur-
ing periods of low and medium utilization without affecting the quality of service of the
replicated application. As illustrated in the context of geo-replication, it is not always suf-
ficient to only know the amount and type of the resources available. For some settings in
addition it is also crucial where the resources can be used in order to improve performance.

Protocol Independence Although technically feasible, replication system software imple-
mentations ideally should not only support a single fault model or consensus algorithm.
As a consequence, to increase reusability it is beneficial to develop new concepts in such
a way that they are applicable to both CFT and BFT. The research presented in this trea-
tise was guided by this principle and consequently many of the proposed approaches have
been integrated with a variety of replication protocols. The group-based system architec-
ture, for example, has been examined for two different agreement processes. Moreover,
consensus-oriented parallelization has been explored for two fault models (i.e., CFT and
BFT) and both main forms of replication (i.e., active and passive). A crucial step towards
the reusability of system parts is modularity, as for instance shown by the clustered system
architecture for geo-replicated services that enables the use of different consensus algo-
rithms inside the agreement cluster and without the need to modify execution clusters.
Another example of a modular mechanism is deterministic fuzzy checkpointing, which cre-
ates checkpoints that are indistinguishable from those produced by traditional methods.

Prototype-based Evaluation In replication system software research, new ideas some-
times appear promising on paper but do not actually provide the anticipated benefits in
real-world deployments. Therefore, it is essential to assess the advantages and disad-
vantages of developed approaches based on experimental evaluations, not just analytical
analyses or simulations. This treatise accounts for this demand by relying on at least one
prototype implementation for each of the presented approaches and drawing conclusions
based on measurement results obtained with replicated applications such as key-value
stores and coordination services, which constitute typical examples of use cases in practice.
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